Injectable silk fibroin hydrogels functionalized with microspheres as adult stem cells-carrier systems.
Hydrogels are good candidate materials for cell delivery scaffolds because they can mimic the physical, chemical, electrical and biological properties of most of the native tissues. In this study, composite biosynthetic hydrogels were produced by combining the bio-functionality of silk fibroin (SF) with the structural versatility of polyethylene-glycol-diacrylated (PEGDa). The formation of a photopolymerizable PEGDa-SF hydrogel (PSFHy) was optimized for 3D-cell culture. Functionalization of the 3D-PSFHy with protein microspheres (MS) was required to increase the porosity and cell-adhesive properties of the material. Cardiac mesenchymal stem cells, which were cultured within the MS-embedding PSFHy, exhibited good viability and expression of proteins that are characteristic of the initial phases of the cardiac muscle differentiation process. Further, the addition of chondroitin sulfate into the scaffolds improved the cell viability. A cell-preconditioning of the scaffold was also performed, suggesting a potential application of these sponge-like scaffolds for analysing the effects of several extracellular microenvironments, produced by different kinds of cells, on the stem cells fate. The results presented herein highlight on the possibility to use the PSFHys functionalized with MS as stem cell-carrier systems with sponge-like properties, potential ultrasound-imaging contrast agents and controlled biochemical factor delivery.